
President Biden's infrastructure plan & the promise of clean energy production  

N ew clean industries and employment linked to infrastructure    

investment? Technically feasible? Scalable? Absolutely. 

This graphic illustrates a Pennsylvania-localized concept depicting tech-

nology that already has emerged in a few countries internationally.   

Efficient, light weight vertical turbines similar to these have been devel-

oped by a British firm,  Alpha 311. The company secured its first con-

tract in the US: Green Asphalt of New York City manufactures 100% re-

cycled asphalt using reclaimed material, and specializes in green infra-

structure and development projects.  

We should invest in new technologies, or use existing products like 

these already invented, to expand opportunities for high-skilled work-

ers to retrofit highways with devices to "harvest" energy from airflow 

generated by vehicles moving through bridge overpasses, near retro-

fitted Jersey Barriers or next to long distances of major roadways. 

Could such a system be developed with R&D funding and capital sup-

port from the President’s infrastructure and clean energy plan to ex-

pand employment and to address climate disruption?  Of course. 

? 
Along sections of certain highways, there may be a sufficient airflow to 

generate electricity that could be stored in batteries permanently 

mounted on or near a bridge, or into some other structure installed 

near the highway or overpass. This power could be used at that loca-

tion or discharged into "tanker" battery vehicles for use elsewhere. 

What about potential “energy capture walls” or special lanes for vehi-

cles? Operators travel along those walls or in those lanes, producing 

energy by wind flow. Could revenue produced cut or eliminates tolls?  

Could Pennsylvania’s self-inflicted Turnpike debt be addressed with rev-

enue from this new, clean power concept? 

What if a local government secures proposed federal infrastructure 

funding and installs such a system along a highway that cuts through its 

jurisdiction? Would this generate revenue to help meet under-funded 

schools or other community needs? We should compensate people liv-

ing in neighborhoods near major roadways suffering from the ill effects 

of decades of degraded air quality and noise from millions of vehicles 

passing through and leaving behind nothing but a spoiled environment. 
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